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Abstract
In the digital age, political science is faced with a shift of election campaigns and politi-
cal discourse to digital or virtual arenas. Because the internet is a highly volatile medium 
and online content can become inaccessible after the campaign season, new challenges for 
research arise as well as the need for the preservation of online content.  Moreover, the 
sheer volume of data researchers have to deal with has reached levels where traditional 
methods are being highly challenged. This paper puts forth  a web harvesting workflow 
with a strong focus on granular extraction of unstructured information (publication dates) 
for automated analysis. As our approach is methodological, we would like to point out the 
benefits that researches in political science may draw from adapting our methodology. We 
demonstrate this by analysing an event-based web crawl of German parties participating in 
the election campaign for the European Parliamentary Election in 2019. We employ distant 
reading methods to generate topic models, which are subsequently evaluated by hermeneu-
tic analysis of a subset of the data.

Keywords Web archives · European parliamentary election · Second order elections · 
Distant reading · Topic modelling

1 Introduction

In the digital age, political science is faced with a shift of election campaigns and politi-
cal discourses to digital or virtual arenas. This leads to different methodological challenges. 
Firstly, the internet is a highly volatile medium and online content can become inaccessible 
after the campaign season. This creates a need for a form preservation of online content. This 
becomes especially pertinent with regard to academic standards  and the need for research 
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to be both replicable and erifiably reliable. Secondly, the volume of online data research-
ers have to content with has reached levels which challenge the efficacy of traditional data 
collection and processing methods. In this paper, we address these challenges and follow a 
mainly methodological research interest with an empirical application to the European Parlia-
ment elections in 2019. While web scraping techniques are already widely used in the politi-
cal sciences, we focus on an alternative and explorative approach based on web archives1 as 
a standardised format for archiving and working with crawl data.2 We seek to showcase the 
benefits that disciplines such as political science can derive from  both adapting web harvest-
ing with standardised archival formats, and the granular extraction of unstructured tempo-
ral data from web archives. These methods facilitate the structuring of archival content for 
further analysis with digital instruments in mixed methods research designs. Our approach 
makes use of a combination of data collection, data storage, data processing (archiving) and 
analysis (through text mining methods). In order to demonstrate the efficacy of our meth-
odological approach, we will provide a case study on the election campaign for the European 
Parliament in 2019. Although our main concern here is methodological, we recognise that a 
substantive research question is indispensable for the conception of the methodologically ori-
ented approach. Against the backdrop of research on the second-order character of European 
elections based on Reif and Schmitt (1980), we want to use an exploratory approach to detect 
which issues frequently emerged in the 2019 European election campaign.

We concentrate on Web archiving as a data collection and data storage method, because 
it offers standardised data formats that can easily be passed on and reused in multiple ways, 
from reliving the browsing experience of the past web to extracting and analysing linkages 
between websites or extracting and enriching website content. In contrast, Web scraping 
can be used as a method to create structured data, but such data is usually not standard-
ised and hard to reuse outside of the original context and purpose. The underlying tech-
nique of web crawling and content acquisition can be fully- or semi-automated, or entirely 
human-driven. While web archiving is a technology that can be used by anyone, traditional 
memory  conservation and consolidation institutions such as libraries and archives have 
stepped in to preserve parts of the web. Remarkably, though, the Internet Archive, a non-
profit organisation, has grown into one of the largest archives of web-content (514 billion 
web pages at time of writing) since 1996. It provides one of the most popular interfaces to 
interact with the archived web, the so-called Wayback Machine (https:// web. archi ve. org/). 
In the academic sphere, historians have been among the keenest adopters of web archiving 
as a research technique. Consequently, there is an extensive amount of literature on using 
web archives as means of writing web history (e.g. Brügger and Milligan 2018).

However, in our study we do not focus on existing web archives whose composition can-
not be influenced by the researcher, but carry out the web archiving process ourselves. The 
data corpus was deliberately chosen to be limited in order to exemplify the entire process—
from data collection, storage and extraction to the analysis using text mining methods. 

1 Web archives provide a standardised format for the preservation of snapshots of online content (Brügger 
and Milligan 2019).
2 The term web scraping describes the automatic extraction of content from a website. For this purpose, 
instruments such as the wget tool are used. The data formats generated by web scraping can be quite granu-
lar and even reusable, but they are not standardised and usually insufficiently enriched with metadata about 
the actual scraping process. The quality of the data depends to a large extent on the individual researcher’s 
ambition to produce reusable data and is therefore inconsistent.
 Web archiving makes use of various methods to crawl web content. The crawling process is documented 
in a standardised archive format. At the same time, the archived content of a web archive is usually more 
comprehensive and extensive than that generated by a scraping process.

https://web.archive.org/
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To that end, we analyse the web pages of eleven German parties running for the European 
elections in 2019. The dataset consists of web archives derived from the aforementioned 
websites. These archives have been built through event crawls with web harvesting tools, 
based on an actor-centred seed list. In this paper, we test the combined use of web crawl-
ing, granular data extraction, especially of unstructured temporal text data, and quantitative 
text analysis techniques. The latter will be focussed on topic modelling, by studying which 
issues are reflected on the web presences of selected German political parties during the 
European election campaign 2019.

2  Case study: European Parliament elections 2019

In this case study, our research interest is mainly methodological. We illustrate our approach 
focussing on the internet campaigns of German political parties in the run up for the Euro-
pean elections 2019 by providing a combination of data collection, data storage, data pro-
cessing (archiving) and analysis. We therefore analyse the data collected by web harvesting 
with standardised archival formats with distant reading methods, namely topic modelling, 
to detect which issues were of importance in the 2019 European election campaign. We 
thus utilise a primarily explorative approach to test which topics commonly feature, or even 
dominate, the communication on party websites and venture to place these in the larger con-
text of research into European parliament elections. Referring to the first- and second-order 
election model (Reif and Schmitt 1980; Irwin 1995; Reif 1997; Träger 2014), which can 
be considered one of the most used concepts for analysing European Parliament (EP) elec-
tions (Holtz-Bacha 2020; Schmitt and Toygür 2016; Braun and Schmitt 2020; Haßler et al. 
2019a, b; Haußner and Kaeding 2019; Ehin and Talving 2021; Ehin and Talving2020, 
Holtz-Bacha 2020;Schmitt et al. 2020), we seek to draw conclusions about the importance 
parties attribute to the European elections through their website communication and use the 
theory as an extended interpretative framework for our analytical results. By doing so we 
are referring to the second-order-election research branch which is focusing on the issues of 
the campaigns and its media coverage (Galpin and Trenz 2019; Schulte-Cloos 2018; Braun 
and Schwarzbözl 2019) and which is also labelled as “second-rate election campaigning” 
(de Vreese 2009). Particular importance is payed to the question, whether the campaigns 
are “dominated by domestic issues [or] issues on the EU agenda” (Hix and Marsh 2011: 
4). By answering this question, we would like to contribute to the broader debate about, 
whether the second order election model still possesses explanatory power (Schmitt and 
Toygür 2016: 176; Ehin and Talving 2021) or whether “the traditional distinction between 
first- and second-order election is insufficient to grasp the public sphere dynamics of politi-
cised EP elections” (Galpin and Trenz 2019: 1, see also Galpin and Trenz 2019; Gatter-
mann, de Vreese and van der Brug 2021). By analysing internet-based data, we want to con-
nect the discussion on the opportunities of the so-called digital revolution in social science 
and the “avalanche of data related to politics” (Wilkerson and Casas 2017: 530) that the 
world wide web offers (Kaiser 2014; Alvares 2016; Wilkerson and Casas 2017). Further-
more, this analysis addresses the methodological challenges resulting from this revolution 
(Karpf 2012; Wilkerson and Casas 2017), which occur on two different levels. On the one 
hand, challenges arise from the collection and storage or archiving of collected data in ways, 
which are compliant with academic standards (Göler and Reiter 2019). Dealing with the 
challenges for data acquisition and archiving of internet-based data, which are characterised 
by a high degree of “fluidity”, is a key issue in academic research using the internet as a data 
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source. Web archiving is central to ensure replicability and reliability when working with 
this kind of data, as collecting, storing, and archiving web data cannot be covered by tradi-
tional methods in a reliable manner. While web scraping can be used as a method to create 
structured data, such data is usually not standardised and hard to reuse outside of a original 
research context and purpose. In contrast, web archiving offers standardised data formats 
that can easily be passed on and reused in multiple ways, from reliving the browsing experi-
ence of the past web to extracting and analysing linkages between websites or extracting and 
enriching website content. By archiving websites, researchers can both document and ana-
lyse the changes in communication on the internet. Web archiving thus enables researchers 
“to document our findings when we study today’s web, since in practice most web studies 
preserve the web in order to have a stable object to study and refer to when the analysis is 
to be documented (except for studies of the live web)” (Brügger 2011: 24). Due to the shift 
of social and political communication processes to the internet, web archiving as a research 
process and web archives as data bases for analyses are not only indispensable for web histo-
rians, such as Brügger, but also for scholars in other research fields.

On the other hand, challenges arise from handling this large amount of data. As Grim-
mer and Steward (2013) point out, automated text analysis—which is frequently used for 
exploring large amounts of data—requires “careful thought and reasoning” (Grimmer 
and Steward 2013: 295). Internet-based text as data offers a wide range of opportunities 
for research and “has produced important advances in research methods” (Wilkerson and 
Casas 2017: 540). For example, in European integration studies, research on political and 
social debates cannot be conducted without incorporating both the party’s and politician’s 
websites and social media platforms. Since the so-called migration crisis, more weight is 
placed to questions of integration research, especially from a post-functionalist perspec-
tive (Hooghe and Marks 2019: 1122).  European integration research that analyses these 
developments without considering the importance of web-based data would ignore a part 
of today’s social reality. Additionally, we can see a rising success of populist and EU-
sceptic parties across Europe. Since these parties are often making extensive use of social 
media in their communication strategies (Schaub and Morisi 2019; Grill 2016) and their 
electorate commonly uses the internet as their  primary source of information (Maggini 
2014: 57), research focussing on these parties can hardly be conducted without reference 
to internet-based data. Thus, the importance of social media platforms for campaigning 
communication is growing steadily and the interest in analysing this kind of data is obvi-
ous (Bentivegna and Marchetti 2014; Barberà et  al. 2019; Marchal et  al 2019; Valentini 
2019; Haußner and Klika 2019; Pfaffenberger and Heinrich 2020; Haßler et al. 2019a, b). 
Nevertheless, the analysis of party websites also remains highly relevant when investigat-
ing the online communication of political actors (Rußmann 2016: 56). As Rußmann notes, 
communication on websites is about presenting an overall image of the party or a specific 
politician. Website analyses therefore show the extent to which political actors use web-
sites to spread information. Compared to social media platforms like Twitter, Instagram or 
Facebook, websites offer nearly unlimited space for information (Rußmann 2016: 56). Fur-
thermore, party websites serve as useful examples of dealing with standard websites and 
developing adequate archiving and data extraction techniques, as they differ for example in 
their structure and in the way, they incorporate external content.

In our analysis we have therefore deliberately limited ourselves to party websites in 
order to map the entire process of data collection—extraction, storage and analysis. How-
ever, this choice of instrument has implications for the use of embedded social media, 
which is usually not captured by current crawling techniques. Based on dynamic web 
technologies such as java script, social media content is usually loaded when the page is 
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rendered in the browser and thus—by its embedded nature—harder to capture with stand-
ard crawling techniques. Moreover, social media content is usually of a limited length in 
characters, making it difficult to compare it with full length webpages by means of sta-
tistical methods such as topic modelling. For the crawling of the party websites, we were 
supported by the Bavarian State Library, which crawled the web pages during the election 
campaign according to its scientific standards, our predefined selection criteria and techni-
cal standards that guaranteed the usability for our methodological toolkit.

3  Methodological considerations and applied methodological 
approach

Studying the content of web archives poses epistemological as well as methodological 
challenges. To analyse information contained in web archives comprehensively, advanced 
methods of information retrieval and data analysis are required. Because there is no estab-
lished best practice, we see our approach as presented and discussed here as a contribution 
to establishing new techniques to analyse web data.

Firstly, the study of archived web content requires a reliable and reproducible way of 
extracting data from a web archive and enrich it with metadata from the archive. Here we 
went beyond the state of the art by developing a specific piece of software called warc-
2corpus (W2C) that facilitates the finely grained extraction of data from Web ARChive 
(WARC) files. Secondly, the extracted and enriched data needs to be structured and ana-
lysed in a way that will make it beyond the close reading of singular web pages. To this 
end we opted  for a distant reading approach. In this regard, we rely on the technique of 
topic modelling, which is already widely used in disciplines like communication studies 
or literary studies. Particularly, we apply a highly promising distant reading method called 
Structural Topic Modelling (STM), allowing us to investigate topics in relation to vari-
ables external to the text as such, and derived from the web archive, such as time or party. 
Finally, distant reading techniques like STM allow us to explore and analyse large amounts 
of text in contrast to traditional close reading methods, where the researcher actually reads 
the text. As the results obtained from the STM need to be contextualised, we perform this 
intellectual examination with a random reading of selected texts from the crawled websites.

3.1  Distant reading

In order to access texts and their contents, political science generally uses various qualita-
tive methods, ranging from content analysis and hermeneutic understanding of meaning to 
grounded theory. With the help of these methods, important phenomena can be discovered 
and analysed. However, qualitative text analysis reaches its limits when it is necessary to 
analyse larger text corpora efficiently (Jannidis et al. 2017). Due to the enormous increase 
in digitised or digitally born texts, i.e. texts that are already digital at the time of their crea-
tion, the textual datasets to be analysed also grow enormously (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 
2014), as can be observed in the context of web hierarchies. In order to examine this flood 
of text beyond a random or selective basis, there is a growing need to tackle the challenges 
in using quantitative methods of text analysis.

In our analysis, we apply a fundamentally different approach to the use of quantitative 
methods developed by Moretti (2013). He established the notion of distant (as opposed to 
close) reading as a method for dealing with the “great unread” of non-canonical literature 
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by digital means (Moretti 2013). It seems important to note that distant reading is not sup-
posed to replace close reading, but rather to expand the study of text with a new dimension. 
Thus, distance can serve “as a condition of knowledge that allows you to focus on units 
that are much smaller or much larger than the text: devices, themes, tropes—or genres and 
systems” (Moretti 2013: 48–49). It can be used to deal with new and different questions 
than those based on close reading. Hermeneutic contexts of meaning or the reconstruction 
of specific individual behaviour patterns cannot be determined to the extent that is known 
from qualitative research, but texts can be structured with the help of algorithms and can 
thus be converted for mathematical operations (Stulpe and Lemke 2016). Texts can then be 
arranged, edited, sorted or searched for content, i.e. structures and recurring patterns can 
be researched (Hockey 2000; Heyer et al. 2006: 3). In this case study, we use the method 
of topic modelling, more precisely Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which can be under-
stood as a distant reading method (Stulpe and Lemke 2016). Before we go into more detail, 
we will first explain how the data extraction from the web archive was done and how a 
corpus was built.

3.2  Event‑crawling the European Elections of 2019, WARC and warc2corpus

When we go into our workflow in more detail below, we would like to highlight five stages. 
These are the crawl of web pages, data extraction, data preparation, data analysis and data 
interpretation. Figure 1 shows our workflow and summarizes the essential aspects of each 
step.

Fig. 1  Workflow
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We built a corpus for the European Election of 2019 by crawling websites of politi-
cal parties campaigning in this election, crawling each website roughly on a daily basis 
between 22 March 2019 and 1 July 2019. This strategy of content acquisition is called 
an event crawl because it is directed at a short period of interest rather than long term 
archiving of a target (Brügger 2018: 20). For that purpose, we initialised the crawl by 
providing a set of URLs that serve as an entry-point for the crawler, a seed list. Start-
ing with the seed URL, for instance the website of the German party Bündnis 90/Die 
Grünen (www. gruene. de), a crawler will then randomly follow the URLs contained in 
that page. The crawl can be limited to a particular domain and will stop after a prede-
fined number of links have been visited.

We chose party websites as objects of investigation because, as Rußmann notes, they 
are part of the standard repertoire of every party’s campaign tools (Rußmann 2016: 55). 
Although the analysis of social media channels has increasingly become the focus of 
research for a good decade, the analysis of actors’ websites remains highly relevant in 
election campaigns. The 2009 federal and 2009 European election campaigns saw the 
first intensive use of social media and researchers increasingly focus on these channels 
when analysing web campaigns. Nevertheless, party and politician websites provide 
an adequate data basis to study election campaign communication. While communica-
tion on social media channels must follow certain rules, such as a limit of 280 Unicode 
characters for tweets on Twitter or a photo or short video combined with appropriate 
hashtags on Instagram, there is almost unlimited space for information on a classic web-
site. By communicating on websites, actors can present an overall image of their party 
or a specific politician. Website analyses accordingly show the extent to which political 
actors use websites in online election campaigns (Lilleker and Jackson 2011; Rußmann 
2016).

Regarding the investigation period, the last four weeks before the election day are con-
sidered as critical phase in political communication research (Woyke 2013: 133). For this 
reason, we focus on the period from 23 April 2019 until the German election day 26 May 
2019 (the election period in Europe was from 23 to 26 May 2019) and the two following 
weeks for the event crawl. By using this period, we were sure to cover the most intensive 
period of the campaign as well as the first reactions of the parties to the outcome of the 
election. The most popular standard for archiving web content are so-called Web ARChive 
(WARC) files. Each crawl of a single target, i.e. a political party website, results in a single 
WARC file generated for that particular crawl and this specific target. The file format offers 
a convention for accommodating a broad variety of resources, such as text, images, video 
or other formats. The WARC format stores “webcrawls” as sequences of content-blocks 
harvested from the World Wide Web. Each capture in a WARC file is preceded by a header 
recording meta-data on the harvested content, followed by the retrieval protocol response 
messages and the content itself. WARC can furthermore accommodate secondary content, 
such as assigned metadata, abbreviated duplicate detection events, later-date transforma-
tions, and segmentation of large resources (ISO 2017). After obtaining a set of WARCs, 
we continued by identifying and extracting a relevant subset of the web pages contained 
in each web archive. For instance, we disregarded all web pages containing information 
such as contact data or legal notices already in this initial phase. While a web page may 
look uniform when rendered in a browser, it is in fact only moderately standardised. This 
standardization is chiefly focused on the appearance of web content and to a much lesser 
degree on the underlying structure of each web page. In order to process information with 
a computer, this loosely and heterogeneously structured data (so called un- or semi-struc-
tured information) needs to be turned into structured information making the computer 

http://www.gruene.de
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aware what the exact relation between each piece of information and a particular electronic 
resource within the site it belongs to is.

Our interest was focused on electronic resources that we label as an document. Docu-
ments is a term we borrow from the topic modelling community to describe each textual 
surrogate associated with a particular date from the web archive. A document is a non-
distinct smallest unit of analysis in topic modelling supposed to be composed of one or 
multiple topics. We define a document as having at minimum a title, a date of publication 
and a body of text; additionally, an document may comprise author(s), subtitle, teaser text, 
etc. As all this information may be found in no fixed order inside a web page, a transforma-
tion into the structured format defined as an document is required. This poses several chal-
lenges. For instance, as Kohlschütter et al. (2010) note, in addition to the content displayed 
to the user, web pages consist of navigational elements, templates, and advertisements. 
This boilerplate text typically is not related to the main content, may deteriorate search pre-
cision, and thus needs to be detected properly and be removed. Since our aim is to analyse 
the diffusion of topics of political discussion in the course of time, we also have to assign 
the date of publication to each document. As Stevenson and Ben-David put it:

A [...] challenge in applying historical network analyses of the web relates to the 
difficulty in determining websites’ specific timestamps. The live web hosts various 
websites that were published or recently updated at different points in time, and the 
exact time of publication or update can be estimated through various methods, such 
as the timestamps embedded in a website’s code, or a response to a HTTP server 
request. (Stevenson and Ben-David 2018: 132)

To address these challenges, we developed an open-source tool named warc2corpus (W2C) 
(https:// github. com/ sepas tian/ warc2 corpus). W2C is a Python library which can be used 
stand-alone or from within the Archives Unleashed Toolkit (AUT) (Archives Unleashed 
Project 2019).3 W2C relies on user-defined CSS selectors and transformation functions 
to map a web page to a JSON string representing an document. Unlike other, heuristic 
approaches for boilerplate removal and determining the age of a web page, W2C extracts 
precise, structured information at the cost of additional configuration. Writing configura-
tion for each version of a website is demanding, but it is required only initially; whenever 
the layout of a web page changes significantly, the configuration may require an update. 
Once in place, the user-defined configuration can be used to process any number of web 
pages at no additional cost. The configuration consists mainly of so-called extractors and 
is written in Python 3. An extractor specifies the name a piece of information to obtain as 
well as its location inside a web page; optionally, a mapping function applied on the data 
extracted may be specified. This way, the extractor has been used to obtain an arbitrarily 
formatted date from a known location inside the web page and generate a string contain-
ing a date conforming to ISO 8601. Extractors can be defined for all relevant pieces of 
information. In our analysis, we extract and use title, date of release and body text for each 
document. After extracting all web pages with W2C, we need to deduplicate the resulting 
documents because the same URL may have been visited several times during subsequent 
crawls, a web page may have been accessible through different URLs, or the same con-
tent may have been provided in different versions for both desktop browsers and mobile 
devices. Finally, the documents extracted can be used as input data for topic modelling.

3 The AUT is an open-source platform delivering tools for analysing and processing large scale webcrawls, 
building on the Apache Spark infrastructure.

https://github.com/sepastian/warc2corpus
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3.3  Topic modelling: LDA and STM

In recent years, topic modelling as a method of quantitative analysis of texts has been 
discussed frequently, especially in the Digital Humanities (McFarland et al. 2013) and 
the computational social sciences (Rodriguez and Storer 2020). Topic modelling is gen-
erally considered a generative model, which reproduces the construction of a text with 
the aid of probabilistic methods (Steyvers and Griffiths 2007). The aim of such methods 
is to identify latent semantic structures in the texts and thereby extract topics. They are 
particularly suitable for the analysis of very large amounts of text data for which the 
contents are largely unknown or for which the data are characterised by unstructured 
and missing metadata. Besides the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) by Deerwester et al. 
(1990), the Latent Dirichlet Allocation by Blei et al. (2003) is probably the best-known 
method of topic modelling. With the help of LDA, topics of the European election 
campaign are to be explored, which can then be examined to see whether they address 
national or European issues.

LDA is characterized by the fact that scholars do not have to subjectively specify 
topics, i.e. in the form of keywords whose frequency is determined in a text. With LDA, 
topics can be found based on common words in the documents using a complex proba-
bilistic model (Blei et al. 2003). The starting point of LDA is the determination of two 
probability distributions. Thus, there is a probability distribution that in the individual 
texts (in the following: documents), certain topics are included. Two documents are 
defined as similar if both contain the same words. Each time a new document is added, 
the algorithm checks how closely it matches the other documents in terms of word-
ing. The second probability distribution contains the probability that a topic consists of 
certain words. The basic assumption behind these two probability distributions is that 
a document has only a limited number of topics and that each topic can only be repre-
sented by certain words from the documents.

For LDA, the common occurrence of words, also called co-occurrence, is of great 
importance. A distinction is made here between weak and strong co-occurrence, which 
in each case affects the human interoperability of the topics. We speak of weak co-
occurrence when a word appears in many different documents with a high number of 
different words. In such a case, the probability that this word can represent a topic well 
decreases. As an example, the word "introduction" can be mentioned since this word 
is often used as a heading in many different documents. A strong co-occurrence exists 
when a word often occurs in combination with the same words. This increases the prob-
ability that the word represents a certain topic. For example, the words "Bourdieu" and 
"field" or "Bourdieu" and "practice" can be weighted higher in a common topic and 
thus, a meaningful interpretation of the topic is possible.

LDA algorithm includes several important parameters, such as distribution param-
eters which influence the probability distributions already described (Blei 2012). One 
of the most important parameters is the number of topics. If too few topics are deter-
mined, it is possible that important topics are not determined or that different topics are 
combined in one topic. If a too high number of topics is determined, this happens at the 
expense of the interpretability of the topics since otherwise too many different words 
are combined and get a high load.

A frequently used metric is the coherence measure C by Mimno et  al. (2011). The 
higher this measure, the better the topics should be interpretable. Still, this does not 
mean that human interpretation is irrelevant. In fact, Mimno et  al. (2011) argue in 
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favour of using both the coherence measure and human interpretation as quality criteria 
for topic evaluation. For human interpretation to be successful, the researcher must have 
domain-specific knowledge, if not expert knowledge, to evaluate the topics. Roberts 
et al. (2014) emphasise that the coherence measure alone provides an inadequate evalu-
ation of the number of Topics. The measure emphasizes the internal coherence of the 
words in the topics, while the distinction of topics by certain words among themselves, 
even of very similar topics, is neglected. In addition, to enable a more sophisticated 
evaluation, they used the excusivity of Topics (Bischof and Airoldi 2012).A word is 
defined as exclusive if it has a high probability for one topic and a low probability for 
other topics. We also use both measures in this study. After several models had good 
results for both metrics, the word lists of these models were intellectually compared. It 
was found that the model with 50 topics had the comparatively best word lists for inter-
pretation. Topics that could not be interpreted were excluded.

Structural Topic Modelling (STM) essentially differs from the traditional LDA model 
as covariates can be integrated into the model, which influences how the distributions of 
the words within the topics as well as the distribution of the topics in the documents are 
calculated (see Roberts et al. 2014: 1067). Also, the STM Package in R provides further 
methods to analyse the results of the topic modelling (Rodriguez and Storer 2020). For this 
study, we performed a polynomial regression, which can be used to determine the probabil-
ity of a topic occurring in documents over time. This method is implemented in the R STM 
package. To be able to investigate the cyclical nature of a topic over time, a polynomial 
regression is calculated for each topic. Polynomial regression is suitable if the relation-
ship between an independent variable and a dependent variable is non-linear. The model 
can then be improved with a quadratic or higher-order term of x. As higher the potency, 
the regression line is mapped closer and closer to the data points. In the STM Package, 
the polynomial regression is modelled with a second-degree polynomial. In the context 
of topic modelling, the dependent variable is the probability of occurrence of a topic in 
a document. The independent variable is the date of publication of the document on the 
homepage of the party websites.

For a meaningful interpretation of the topics, both domain knowledge and the reading 
of relevant texts are helpful. LDA makes it possible to specify relevant texts. Based on the 
probability that a topic is contained in a document, relevant texts of the corpus can thus be 
identified. With this in mind, we used the five percent of documents with the highest prob-
ability and limited ourselves to checking these texts intellectually. Our aim was to be able 
to interpret the generated word lists better. For this purpose, the procedure was sufficient, 
and we dispensed with decided methods of qualitative text analysis.

4  Results

A total of 681 documents from eleven party websites were extracted from the WARC 
files for the period from 23 April to 9 June 2019.4 The corpus contains a total of 670,125 
tokens.5 Table 1 shows the number of documents per party web page, as well as the relative 

4 The party "Die Partei" was removed from the corpus because the crawl retrieved only very few docu-
ments.
5 The term token in Natural Language Processing refers to individual instances of words (as supposed to 
types that describe general classes).
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number of documents in relation to the total corpus and the number of tokens per party and 
their relative frequency.

We identify variance between the different party websites. Most tokens (relative fre-
quency of tokens) come from the websites www. die- linke. de (24.31%), www. fdp. de 
(13.96%) and www. gruene. de (10.75%). The number of documents is also distributed 
rather unevenly, with a range from 15 to 160 documents. In this regard, especially www. 
die- linke. de (160), www. csu. de (113) and www. freie waehl er. eu (15) stand out. This ine-
quality is likely to affect the identification of the most common topics, which must be con-
sidered when interpreting the results. It must also be noted at this point that the mere iden-
tification of topics does not reveal whether the communication on the party websites is of a 
general nature or specifically part of the online campaign for the European elections. With 
regard to campaigning, one explanation why the website of the Freie Wähler was attrib-
uted a significantly lower number of documents could be that it has a comparatively weak 
organisation and is more of a regional or local party without major political aspirations 
on European level. The high number of documents on the CSU and Linke websites could 
indicate a particularly high level of political communication and campaigning activity via 
the medium of the website. Nevertheless, all parties seem to use their websites regularly as 
a communication channel. Apart from the website of Freie Wähler, we count an average 
of one post per day. Therefore, except for the outlier, all parties use the medium regularly.

Figure 2 shows the ten most frequent topics and their probability of appearance in the 
corpus. Since this case study serves as an example of the use of web archives in analysing 
communication on party websites during the 2019 European parliament election campaign, 
we will limit the presentation of results to the five topics that were most strongly repre-
sented in the course. The terminology and the choice of labels for the topics will be dis-
cussed, as well as their usage over time. The five most frequent topics in the corpus were 
awarded to the labels “Söder & Taxes & Redistributive Policies”, “Weber & European 
Policies”, “Dresden & Migration”, “Trade Unions & Linke” and “Beer European Election 
Campaign”.

Taking a first look at the top five topics, we get an overview of a wide range of issues. It 
is striking that three of the five topics contain politicians’ names. Two of them—Weber and 
Beer—most probably refer to the German and European top candidate for the European 

Table 1  Documents per party website. Own depiction

Party website N (documents) Relative frequency of 
documents in percent

N (tokens) Relative frequency 
of tokens in percent

www. afd. de 32 4.70 28,218 4.19
www. cdu. de 40 5.87 40,314 5.99
www. csu. de 113 16.59 104,884 15.59
www. die- linke. de 160 23.49 163,565 24.31
www. fdp. de 93 13.66 93,926 13.96
www. freie waehl er. eu 15 2.20 14,303 2.13
www. gruene. de 67 9.84 72,323 10.75
www. npd. de 38 5.58 36,262 5.39
www. oedp. de 32 4.70 28,718 4.27
www. pirat enpar tei. de 64 9.40 61,437 9.13
www. spd. de 27 3.96 26,175 3.89

http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.fdp.de
http://www.gruene.de
http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.csu.de
http://www.freiewaehler.eu
http://www.afd.de
http://www.cdu.de
http://www.csu.de
http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.fdp.de
http://www.freiewaehler.eu
http://www.gruene.de
http://www.npd.de
http://www.oedp.de
http://www.piratenpartei.de
http://www.spd.de
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elections, Manfred Weber, CSU/EPP-parliamentary group, and the German top candi-
date Nicola Beer, German liberal party (FDP). The third name refers to Markus Söder, the 
CSU-party leader. Furthermore, different types of policies seem to play a role in the com-
munication of the party websites. These contain taxes and redistributive policies as well as 
European policies. At this stage of the analysis our exploratory approach provides neither a 
clear indication of the role that the European Elections 2019 play in the communication on 
the party websites, nor a clear emphasis on either national or European political issues. We 
see that top candidates, European policies and European election campaigns are addressed. 
The topics “Trade Union and Left” and “Söder & Taxes & Redistributive Policies” cannot 
be clearly allocated at this stage of the analysis. The topic “Dresden & Migration” could, 
however, deal with national or a mixture of national and European issues. In order to get 
a deeper insight into which issues were of importance in the 2019 European election cam-
paign of German parties, we take a closer look at the topic terms.

Table 2 lists the top five topics (in order of their probability) with the associated label 
and the ten words with the highest load for the respective topic. A closer look at the terms 
per topic underline the assumption that the topics vary and cannot be specifically assigned 
to national or European issues. We identify both national and European topics, as well as 
personalisation on a state, federal, and European level.

The list of terms for the most frequent topic "Söder, Taxes & Redistributive Policies" 
contains references to the CSU party leader and Bavarian Prime Minister Markus Söder 
(Söder (Bavarian PM), Markus_Söder, bavarian) and his position within the party (Chair-
men of the CSU) as well as tax and fiscal policy issues. The individual reading of the 11 
texts (nine from www. cdu. de, two from www. fdp. de), that was carried out to verify the 
results of the distant reading via topic modelling, showed that the topic assignment could 

Table 2  Top five topics in order of their probability. Own depiction

Label terms

Söder, Taxes & Redistributive Policies söder, steuererhöhungen, grundrente, csu_chef, grundsteuer, bun-
desfinanzminister, csu-vorsitzende, markus_söder, bayerisch, heil

[Söder (Bavarian PM), Tax increase, Basic Pension, Head of CSU, 
Tax on Land and Buildings, Federal Minister of Finance, Chair-
men of the CSU, Markus_Söder, bavarian, Heil (Federal Minister 
of Employment, SPD)]

Weber & European Policies weber, krebs, manfred_weber, söder, kommissionspräsident, 
europa, blume, sozialist, europäer, türkei

[Weber, Krebs, Manfred Weber, Söder, President of the European 
Commission, Europe, Blume, Socialist, Europeans, Turkey]

Dresden & Migration dresden, töten, migranten, migration, plakat, richter, franzen, stadt, 
ausstrahlen, peter

[Dresden, kill, Migrants, Migration, Bill, (Peter) Richter, Franzen, 
City, broadcast, Peter (Richter)]

Trade Unions & Left teilnahme, gewerkschaft, genosse, gewerkschaftlich, genossin, 
linke, linken, veranstaltung, beschäftigte, bundesgeschäftsstelle

[Participation, Trade Union, Comrade (male), Union (adjec-
tive), Comrad (female), Linke (party), Left, Event, Employees, 
National Party Headquarter]

Beer European Election Campaign beer, kulturell, europäische_union, nicola_beer, brexit, macron, 
abstimmung, europa, bürgerin, brüssel

[Beer, Cultural, European Union, Nicola_Beer, Brexit, Macron, 
Vote, Europe, Citizen (female), Brussels]

http://www.cdu.de
http://www.fdp.de
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be confirmed in 7 of 11 cases. Furthermore, the texts can be ascribed  to further catego-
ries like tax policy—explicitly property tax—financial policy, Germany, the CSU, pension 
policy—explicitly basic pension—and the SPD. The category European election campaign 
only occurred once.

Figure 3 shows the probability of appearance of the topic depending on the party web-
site. The larger the circle, the higher the probability that the topic will appear on a par-
ticular party website. The 95% confidence interval is shown in red. It is not surprising that 
the topic "Söder & Steuern & redistributive Politik" is mainly found on the CSU website, 
since the party chairman is a central topic there. Since this topic appeared most frequently 
in the whole corpus and it was mainly discussed on one party website, this could on the 
one hand indicate that the CSU party communication on the website during campaign dur-
ing the European parliament elections 2019 was very much focused on Söder, which is 
all the more remarkable considering the fact that he was not even up for election. On the 
other hand, the CSU could also have published general issues of a domestic nature on its 
website rather than issues related to the European elections. As we also identified the topic 
"Weber & European Policies", this finding could lead to the assumption, that there are two 
distinct tendencies – one with regard to the party chairman and the other with regard to the 
Spitzenkandidat—in the CSU election campaign.

Figure  4 illustrates the development of the topic over time. This function shows the 
probability of the topic depending on the timestamp of the document on the party website. 
The top and bottom lines show the 95% confidence interval. The topic was more promi-
nent in the first third of the investigation period. Towards the date of the European elec-
tion, it remained at a relatively low level. This puts the previous findings into perspec-
tive: although the topic on Markus Söder and taxes occurs frequently, the probability of its 
occurrence decreases around the date of the election. If one assumes that communication 
on the party website in the immediate period around the election tends to revolve around 
this event, the party leader seems to play a less important role. At the end of the period, 
the 95% confidence interval becomes very large, which is probably due to a poorer data 
basis. It is therefore not possible to give a more detailed interpretation of this period. It can 
therefore be assumed that this nationally oriented topic occurs frequently in general com-
munication, but sees a decrease during the elections for the European Parliament. As such, 
it is probably not as prominent in communications leading up to this specific event.

The second most frequent topic "Weber & European Policies" contains the terms Weber, 
Krebs, Manfred Weber, Söder, President of the European Commission, Europe, Blume, 
Socialist, Europeans, Turkey. The list of words refers to the European People’s Party (EPP) 
group Spitzenkandidat Manfred Weber very often (Weber, Manfred_Weber, President 
of the European Commission). In addition,  Markus Blume (CSU general secretary) and 
Markus Söder, and terms referring to Webers campaigning issues of Europe and its politi-
cal relationship with Turkey, are mentioned in relation to this topic. An individual reading 
was performed on 15 texts (11 from cdu.de, one from csu.de, three from www. gruene. de). 
The topic assignment could be fully affirmed in 7 of 15 cases. In three cases, Weber played 
no role, and two times the topic assignment could not be affirmed at all. Through reading, 
issues corresponding with the categories European election campaign, CDU, CSU, EU, 
Robert Schumann, Germany and France were identified. This underlines that the second 
most frequent topic contains election campaign content of the CDU/CSU with reference to 
their top candidate Manfred Weber.

Figure 5 shows the probability of the topic occuring on a specific website. A clear 
emphasis on the topic can be identified for one party website as the topic appears mainly 

http://www.gruene.de
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on the website of the CDU. On the website of Weber’s Party CSU, however, the Söder-
topic prevails. This suggests that the CSU published Söder-related texts rather than 
content concerning the European elections and Spitzenkandidat and the parallelism 
described above is shifting in favour of Söder-related content.

The third most frequent topic “Dresden & Migration” (Dresden, killed, Migrants, 
Migration, Bill, (Peter) Richter, Franzen, City, broadcast, Peter (Richter)) appears to 
be a national topic at first glance. However, an individual reading of the 19 texts (17 
from www. npd. de, two from www. afd. de, two from www. die- linke. de) revealed a close 
relation to the European parliament elections as the texts from the NPD addressed the 
migration issue. All texts from the AfD and the NPD can clearly be assigned to the 

Fig. 3  Topic Söder, Taxes & redistributive policies. Own depiction

Fig. 4  Topic Söder, Taxes & Redistributive policies—development over time. Own depiction

http://www.npd.de
http://www.afd.de
http://www.die-linke.de
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Migration topic, the two texts from the website www. die- linke. de do not fit the topic. 
The frequent occurrence of "Dresden" could be due to the fact that these are mainly 
texts from the NPD in the state of Saxony, whose capital is Dresden. In the reading, the 
further categories of “violence by refugees”, “European election campaign” (including 
“election posters” and “election commercials”), “administrative court”, “public broad-
casting”, “NPD” and “racism” could be identified. The close reading shows that the 
topic could be related to election campaign-oriented communication by German popu-
list parties because they tend to harbour strong feelings towards immigration.

The fourth topic “Trade Unions & Linke” contains mainly terms that are to be under-
stood in the context of trade unions and their work, such as "Trade Union", "Comrade" 
(both male and female forms appear separately), "Participation", "Event". The german 
word "linke" could refer to a political camp, or to the party "Die Linke". Fig. 6, shows 
that "linke" probably refers to the German party of the same name, as the topic is clearly 
visible on their party website. As can be expected, the topic was particularly present 
before 1 May (Labour Day). Reading the 20 texts (18 from www. die- linke. de, 1 from 
www. oedp. de, 1 from www. spd. de), eight can be directly assigned to the topic. Six texts 
deal only with the party Die Linke, three only with trade unions and the texts on www. 
oedp. de and www. spd. de do not correspond. Further categories that can be ascribed to 
the topic are "Racism" or "Against Racism", "European Election Campaign", "Social 
Policy", "EU Problem Fields", "EU Reforms" and "Party Events”. It is not unusual that 
parties deal with other issues during election campaigns.

The last prominent and highly distinct topic is labelled the "Beer European Election 
Campaign" because it fundamentally reflects the campaigning of the leading candidate 
of the German liberal party (FDP), Nicola Beer. The list of words contains terms that 
are most likely related to her election campaign (Brexit, Macron, Citizen (female)). This 
assumption is corroborated by correlating the topic to party websites. As Fig. 7 illus-
trates, the topic correlates highly to the website of the FDP. Remarkably, yet another 
party website, namely that of the Freie Wähler, correlates closely with the set of topics 
attributed to the FDP. Reading the 22 texts (20 from www. fdp. de, 1 from www. gruene. 
de, 1 from www. oedp. de), 20 texts from the FDP website can be directly assigned to 
the topic. The other two texts can also be assigned to the European election campaign, 

Fig. 5  Topic Weber & European policies. Own depiction

http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.die-linke.de
http://www.oedp.de
http://www.spd.de
http://www.oedp.de
http://www.oedp.de
http://www.spd.de
http://www.fdp.de
http://www.gruene.de
http://www.gruene.de
http://www.oedp.de
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but to the Green Party or the ÖDP. This indicates that the communication and the cam-
paigns relate to similar EU issues and that there are debates between the parties.

5  Discussion

The results of our analysis show that applying granular extraction of unstructured temporal 
data from web archives and structuring this content for analysis with topic modelling in 
mixed methods research designs is a useful approach to dealing with challenges arising 
from the shift of election campaigns and political discourses to digital or virtual arenas. 
Since collecting, storing and archiving this type of data cannot reliably be covered by tradi-
tional methods, by archiving websites, researchers are enabled to both document and ana-
lyse the shifts in communication on the internet.

Fig. 6  Topic trade unions & left. Own depiction

Fig. 7  Topic beer European election campaign. Own depiction
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Furthermore, research on the tracing of political and social debates cannot be conducted 
without a closer investigation of the party’s and politician’s websites and social media plat-
forms. Although our analysis focused on party websites and therefore a top-down informa-
tion strategy of online campaigns without considering social media platforms, this limited 
corpus can be considered as adequate for testing solutions to the methodological chal-
lenges. Against the backdrop of research on the second-order character of European elec-
tions, we used an exploratory approach to detect which issues were of importance in the 
2019 European election campaign. We identified both national and European issues and 
a high level of personalisation, especially with regard to top candidates of the European 
elections 2019. However, it seems likely that policy issues are not captured by the method 
because they are very diverse in content and thus also in the language that describes them. 
While the names of top candidates are easy to identify, picking up policy issues is associ-
ated with different terminologies, which in turn coincide between different parties. In our 
analysis, we could not discern in how far campaigns were dominated by national or Euro-
pean political topics. Instead, both national and European issues occurred. With regard to 
the distinction between first- and second-order elections, this result clearly confirmed the 
results of other studies of the European elections 2019 (e.g. Ehin and Talving 2021; Ehin 
and Talving 2021; Anders and Träger 2019; Pasquino and Marco Valbruzzi 2019; Plescia 
et al. 2019; De Sio et al. 2019; Haßler et al. 2019a, b), which attribute at least a partial 
second-order character to the European election. Furthermore, our results show that the 
investigated parties used their websites in very different ways. Quite surprisingly, the two 
parties with the highest number of publications were the conservative Bavarian regional 
party CSU and “die Linke”, two parties one usually would not expect to be the frontrun-
ners in digital campaigning. On the contrary, the populist party AfD belonged to the parties 
with the lowest web activity, a result that does not fit the internet savvy  image of popu-
list parties (Schaub and Morisi 2019). However, embedded social media elements that fre-
quently appeared on the website of the Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, for example, could not be 
considered when extracting data from the Webarchives with warc2corpus. Including this 
type of data could have led to different results. Although this analysis was conducted on 
the basis of a limited data corpus, it questions previous findings and could thus serve as a 
starting point for future analysis in which different types of web data like party websites, 
candidate websites and their specific social media accounts (Twitter, Instagram, Facebook) 
could be harvested and archived separately with standardised methods and analysed with 
topic modelling. Although the results are only preliminary and based on a restricted data 
set, they show that analysing web pages by using web archives and distant-reading methods 
can bring new insights into current academic debates.

6  Conclusion

In our analysis with methodological focus, we aimed to show the benefits of creating web 
archives as a standardised technique for preserving online content, processing this type of 
unstructured data and applying topic modelling to explore and analyse it with regard to a 
research question. We therefore focussed our case study on the web campaigns of German 
political parties in the run up for the European Parliament elections 2019. We applied topic 
modelling as distant reading methods on web archives, to get an insight in the communica-
tion on the party websites and investigate which topics emerged frequently during the 2019 
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European election campaign. The research question was limited in scope but sufficient to 
test our methodological toolkit.

Therefore, particular focus was put on the challenges of using web archives and the 
warc2corpus software, which was developed in the context of our research project and 
facilitates for a finely grained extraction of data from WARC files. We illustrated the 
explanatory power of combining web archiving with computational approaches to text 
analysis on a research question from the field of European integration research. To elimi-
nate the problems of using existing web archives, which are usually based on an unknown 
system and methodology of data collection, we decided to build our own web-archive. In 
doing so, we created an event crawl-based web archive which was limited in scope but suf-
ficient to test our methodological toolkit on the aforementioned research question.

Since the focus of the analysis was on the methodological challenges, the results of the 
case study only give a first impression of what can be achieved with this new methodology. 
Regarding the dataset, our approach revealed that specifically compiled corpora are par-
ticularly suitable for analysing specific questions. Thus, we built our web archive through 
event crawls with web harvesting tools, based on an actor-centred seed list. However, cor-
pus creation is only the first step in the analysis as web archiving per se only serves the pur-
pose of reliable data acquisition and storage. To comprehensively analyse the information 
contained in web archives, advanced methods of information retrieval and data analysis 
are required. Because the basis for distant reading methods are raw text data, we needed to 
find a way to extract relevant text data from the set of WARC files in our archive and enrich 
it with metadata like party and date. We developed an open-source tool named warc2cor-
pus which extracts precise, structured information at the cost of additional configuration. 
Applying W2C is a suitable way of accessing the required information in the WARCs and 
building a text corpus, but its application is demanding. In total, our corpus consisted of 
681 documents from eleven party websites covering the period from 23 April to 9 June 
2019. Regarding the composition of the corpus, initial observations could be made before 
topic modelling was applied. We identified variance between the different party websites, 
which suggests that the websites are used differently for election campaigns. However, it 
has to be considered that at this stage of the methodological development embedded social 
media elements that frequently appeared on the website of Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, for 
example, could not be extracted with W2C. Considering the size of the corpus, it seems 
appropriate to use the method of topic modelling which is already widely used in disci-
plines like communication studies, literature science and political science. For the purposes 
of this paper, we used Structural Topic Modelling (STM), which enabled us to investigate 
topics in relation to variables external to the text as such, and derived from the web archive, 
such as date and party. From a subject-specific perspective, we applied topic modelling to 
investigate whether the web pages of the selected political parties do still reflect the image 
of European elections as second-order elections or whether we can find characteristics of 
first-order elections. The results show that distant reading techniques like STM allow us to 
explore and analyse the web presence of political parties without reading every single web 
page. This is of particular importance for further research with web archives, especially if 
the amount of data exceeds the size that can be handled by traditional close reading meth-
ods. Even though in our case, the data set was limited in size, the findings are transferrable 
to larger corpora since our techniques of making data usable for the application of digital 
humanity methods (i.e. particularly warc2corpus) as well as the distant reading methods 
itself do not require a limitation of the analysed data.

However, without a closer look at the text data, results must be treated with caution and 
findings should be verified with traditional methods. Referring to Lemke et al. (2015), we 
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support the quest for an “integrated concept [of distant and close reading] that balances the 
advantages and disadvantages of the two concepts” (Lemke et al. 2015: 8), labelled in the 
literature as blended reading. Blended reading joins distant reading techniques with the 
intellectual examination and contextualisation of the results. To apply this method to such 
a corpus, however, requires both improvements to our instruments and our methodological 
apparatus and gives rise to questions of representativeness and inclusiveness. This could 
therefore be a topic for future research.
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